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44
Lameness is a major problem afflicting 10-20% of the pigs within the modern pig 45 industry (Kilbride et al., 2009) . To date, lameness detection in livestock is largely subjective, 46 potentially delayed and insensitive to early or mild problems (Dalmau et al., 2010) .
Subjective lameness scoring often has a low to moderate repeatability between observers, and 48 estimates of true lameness prevalence on a farm require the examination of all animals, which 49 makes the monitoring of animal mobility a challenging and expensive task (Mullan et al., 50 2009).
51
There are various lameness indicators in different farm animal species. Arching of 52 the back is a common indicator of lameness in cows (Poursaberi et al., 2010; Sprecher et al., 53 1997), head bobbing is characteristic in sheep and horses (Kaler et al., 2009; Buchner et al., 54 1996) and in pigs (Stavrakakis et al., 2013; Mustonen et al., 2011) . Other qualitative 55 lameness indicators which have been used by observers of cows include 'tenderness',
56
'irregular gait' and 'increased abduction ' (van Nuffel et al., 2009) . Generally, most lameness 57 scoring systems across species include concepts such as "changes in weightbearing of 58 affected limb(s)", "irregular or assymmetric gait" and "discomfort and reluctance in moving".
59
Visual mobility scoring requires a high level of training and assessment of individual 60 animals. However, this is often difficult to implement on farms with multiple animals in a 61 pen and other factors, such as dirty floors, potentially influencing the subjective outcome 62 (Mullan et al., 2009) .
63
In an attempt to achieve objectivity and to automate lameness detection, various 64 researchers have recently used biomechanical and computer vision techniques to assess 65 lameness in a range of species including horses (Pfau et al., 2007) , cattle (Viazzi et al., 66 2014a; van Hertem et al., 2013) and pigs (Meijer et al., 2014; Pluym et al., 2013) . Temporal 67 gait variables (stance times), measures of asymmetry between left and right limbs and the arching of the back are the most widely used gait variables for automated lameness detection 69 in cows (Viazzi et al., 2014a; van Nuffel et al., 2009 Gait lab set-up showing the Vicon cameras with infrared strobe around each lens, and the Kinect camera mounted above the walkway (arrow).
Pig on walkway with five reflective Vicon markers (arrows) visible on the Kinect RGB camera.
Reflective markers visible on the Vicon Nexus software motion capture screen. In this image the trajectory of the neck marker is displayed.
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Two custom-written computer algorithms using the Kinect developer toolkit were 142 produced. Kinect algorithm (1) identified and followed the large neck marker, placed on four 143 of the pigs on two occasions, by finding regional points along the pig spine with the least 144 distance to the sensor (referred to as depth). This was achieved by a programme which 145 identified the pig outline, derived a band area along the longitudinal axis of the pig and 146 compared the least distant values within the band on a frame-by-frame and frame-aligned Kinect sampling point depth data generated by both algorithms were converted into immediately before entry of a pig onto the screen were used to generate a floor distance-to-and Vicon trajectories were calculated as the difference between local extremes on curves 169 and averaged. Overall, 3-5 films per pig and per capture day were processed.
170
After checking for normality of the data, the correlation between Kinect and Vicon 171 trajectory means and effect of pig and capture date on trajectory means and differences were 172 assessed using Minitab statistical software (v16, Minitab Inc., State College, USA). shows the previous Vicon (continuous) and Kinect (dashed), assuming a constant floor, trajectories normalised to the trajectory mean for the assessment of absolute differences along the entire trajectories. * The Kinect sampling rate may vary depending on the instantaneous processing capacity of the PC. hoof placements in space and the timing of these, particularly asymmetries in temporospatial 232 gait, were also strongly associated with lameness in groups of pigs (Stavrakakis et al., 2015) .
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Differences between absolute Kinect and Vicon trajectories (dynamic floor inverse). The
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Marker-free Kinect tracking method of neck, back and pelvic region (N = 3 pigs)
233
Nonetheless, these gait parameters are likely to be more difficult to exploit and integrate 234 within a motion analysis system suitable for pig farms, because of the necessary sensor 235 proximity to legs. In these previous studies, all data were collected by a Vicon motion capture 236 system which enabled an accurate and steady tracking of both head and neck regions by 237 means of reflective markers. However, using the Kinect in the present study, sampling points 238 of nasal bone and tail base had to be discontinued due to inconsistencies of head and tail when using the Kinect sensor filming from a bird's eye perspective, neck elevation was 246 considered to be the best proxy measure for the characteristic lameness-related head bob.
247
In this study, tracking both the absolute depth and the relative depth trajectory of an inverse generated an additional mean error of at least 3 mm.
272
Due to differences in pig size, pig effect on absolute trajectory means was expected to 273 be significant. However, there was no pig effect on differences between trajectories,
274
suggesting that the same sensor mounting height could be recommended over walkways or 275 pens containing pigs at different ages or sizes. Moreover, the absence of a pig effect on differences between Kinect and Vicon systems encourages the conclusion that greater within- 
